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STAGE HYPNOSIS COURSE - Secrets of Professional Comedy Stage
Hypnotism & Hilarious Street Hypnosis.

By: Jonathan Royle.

Professional Stage Hypnosis Training Course - How To Hypnotize For Comedy

This course contains everything for a potential Stage Hypnotist or Hypnotherapist
entering a profession which has mystified people for decades.

The majority of the population think all you need to do to hypnotize someone is
snap your fingers or swing a shiny watch in front of their eyes and they will just
instantly drop off to sleep!

Well it's a great deal more complicated than that... yet at the same time, you'll
realise that, with this course, it's far easier to learn than you might imagine!

Here's a truly unique Certified Stage Hypnosis course, purposely filmed and
written in an easy to understand manner with simple, plain language.

In fact, as closely to the way the majority of us speak.

It's been established as the best possible way to learn, absorb and understand
information, which is new and alien to us.

Grammar and syntax is thrown away in the interests of passing on the knowledge
easily, quickly, enjoyably and effectively.

AND it's supported by 3 revolutionary training video's

PLUS

4 Show Video's to demonstrate exactly how to successfully use the techniques

Absolutely nothing is held back.
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This course contains everything of value to a potential Stage Hypnotist or
Hypnotherapist who wishes to enter a profession, which has mystified people for
decades.

Explained in clear step by step detail all the secrets, ploys and techniques used
to become a safe and competent Stage Hypnotist or Master Mind Therapist.

These skills will enable you to enter this lucrative profession which can open new
doors in your attitude and lifestyle that you never dreamed possible.

This course will turbo launch you into a profession, which will fascinate and
astound people including yourself.

And Guess What?

Here's The Best 12 Reasons Why Being a Stage Hypnotist Can Be The Best
Career on The Planet!

It's so easy to get started

You'll make fantastic money

There's minimal preparation

Go part time or full time - It's your choice

Be your own boss

Finally live "The 4 Hour Workweek"

Travelling to out of town shows is easy

You'll be treated like a celebrity

You can tell people what you do with pride

Local, National or International?...You choose!

Get paid to travel the world
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AND THE BEST PART... Have great fun every time you perform

Here's a brief overview of what you will learn

Various Slow, Rapid and even Instantaneous Induction Methods are taught,
many of which would also be of use to Hypnotherapists.

Techniques which are suitable for all styles of performing venue are taught,
including methods to Hypnotise people when they are standing up or seated in a
chair, in short no stone is left unturned and Royle also reveals much invaluable
advice on all areas of Stage Hypnosis throughout this amazing tape to ensure
your success

The Conventional Locked Hands Test

Several Locked Hands Variations
Fingers Closing Test
Eyes Glued Together Test
Various Verbal Suggestibility Tests
The Falling Forwards Induction
The Powers Rubber Legs Induction
Standing Handshake Induction
Can't Be Bothered With You Induction
Locked Hands Over Face Technique
Seated Handshake Induction
Finger Stare Induction
Bodyflop Induction
Facing Forwards Jacobsen's Method
Guaranteed Locked Hands Test
The Arm Drop Test
The Light & Heavy Hands Test
Eyes Follow Thumb Rotation Test
The Falling Backwards Induction
Craig Williams Microphone Induction
World Record High Speed Induction
The Handstare Induction
Swaying Handclap Induction
Eyes Glued Together Rapid Method
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Handwave Instant Technique
The Arm Spin Method
Jacobsen's PRI Induction
Sidney Flowers & Delavar's Blink Technique

No stone is left unturned and you truly are taught everything that you will ever
need to know in order to be confident and competent enough to present your own
Comedy Hypnosis show.

Everything is covered, the patter, opening talk, various suggestibility tests, how to
get people up to the stage, the Hypnotic Induction (with numerous methods
explained of which at least FIVE of the RAPID/INSTANT INDUCTIONS have
never been released on video before!), the trance deepening, post hypnotic
commands, routine ideas and how to structure your show, awakening method
and much much more!

A brief breakdown of the Stage Hypnotism Methods taught:

What hypnosis is about and how it works

How the human mind works

Rapport, observation, recognition, and leadership skills

Principles of verbal, physical and reverse psychology

Seven different suggestibility tests to use before hypnosis

Over thirty different induction methods and techniques to hypnotize people

How to create your own hypnotic inductions

Standard phrases which hypnotists use

Standard phrases for hypnotic inductions

How to identify the trance states

How to awaken people from a trance
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How to deal with abreaction's and hard to awaken subjects

A complete script and step by step instructions on making a successful stage
hypnosis show

Lots of hypnotic gags for routines and numerous comedy sketch ideas

Invaluable information about the laws, regulations and red tape of the hypnotic
industry

How to make money from stage hypnosis.

What if you had all the power, the skills, the knowledge in your hands right now?

You can have it all in a digital download that means it's in your hands almost
instantly. Make a difference TODAY in your life.

Your success story starts here when you learn:

Simple Trance Deepening Methods

Awakening Techniques

Covert Mind Distraction Approaches

Elman and Ericsonian Hypnotic Techniques

Convincers

If that wasn't enough, how about a one time Free Bonus?

As a Special Free Bonus you'll also receive 4 Stage Hypnosis Live Show Video's
showing the actual techniques in action. You can actually copy these show
routines for maximum success.

Chris Lee Live

Live at a University Students Union event. You'll discover why Chris Lee has
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rapidly established himself as one of the funniest, most original and busiest adult
comedy stage hypnotists in Britain.

You'll see Chris perform the Jewish Circumcision routine, the Handshake
Orgasm, the X-Ray Spectacles and the Great Balls of Fire routines, which will
have you crying with laughter.

What's more you'll see how an experienced performer and ex-student of
Jonathan Royle is able to get the audience into the palm of their hand and have
them literally begging for more as his show comes to an end with a standing
ovation!

Hypnotorious Live

Filmed live at a large Theatre Venue in the Greater Manchester area, this vedeo
shows Royle at his hilarious best. All the various induction techniques are shown,
including probably the fastest induction of several volunteers ever seen on video.

The educational value here is the way Royle makes maximum use of props and
music, how he deals with subjects who won't awaken when they should and how
he gets maximum laughs by sending people into the audience to carry out
various comical routines

Watch this and you'll find out why Royle has been dubbed by many as The Lord
of the Trance and King of the Watch Swingers!

Dirty Trancing Volume 1

Filmed at a Birmingham Hotel's private party, this show is both hilarious and
invaluable to any budding Stage Hypnotist who wants to learn how Royle deals
with performing on a tiny dance floor area where the audience are just inches
away from him and his entranced volunteers!

You'll also see how Royle adapts his Suggestibility Tests to involve the entire
audience to maximum effect and how he tailors his inductions to each individual
subject.

Perhaps of most value is seeing how Royle handles the audience to take them
from being a noisy crowd into being right in the palm of his hand
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Dirty Trancing Volume 2

Filmed at the same venue as Volume One you'll laugh until you cry as you see
the man who thinks his testicles are talking to each other, another man who
thinks his private parts are on fire and the man who has a sexual encounter with
a sheep!

You'll see how Royle involves the entire audience in many of his hilarious
routines and how he phrases his suggestions so as to get maximum response
from his on stage subjects.

If you want to become a Stage Hypnotist then you need this show video

PLUS THREE BUMPER STEP BY STEP HOME STUDY MANUALS

Yes indeed as well as the Three Feature Length Training Videos and Four
Example Comedy Hypnotism Shows, you will also gain access to 3 step by step
Home Study Manuals teaching you all areas of Stage and Street Hypnosis
including how to Book a constant stream of lucrative shows.

Arguably The Easiest to Follow and Learn from Stage Hypnosis Training
Package on the Market Today.
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